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Smuggler pulls out a big one

The last time a run was laid from Green Island Ballcock said he had to add on a bit to

make it long enough. Smuggler was determined that this would not happen again and this

week's run was 6.2 miles and even Ballcock was impressed! I'm not so sure that his fellow

runners, Gwendolen, Jacko & software, completely shared his enthusiasm, judging by the

red faces as they got home.

The run started from Green Island car park and the runners were joined by nine walkers.

The trail led to the beach at le Hocq via some fields and Pontorson Lane. After a dash

along the beach it  was up the small  foot slipway and on to the Coast Road opposite

Sidney Crill Estate. Then it was through the 'park' at the back of the estate and into the

fields adjacent to St Clement's allotments. The second half of the run led up into the fields

in the parish uplands followed by some ups and downs eventually leading to the cycle

track behind Le Rocquier school. The final section was along Rue de Maupertuis and onto

Greve D'Azette beach. The On Home led to chez Smuggler & NbM at Green Island.

The sun was shining as we gathered for a feast of Gregg's sausage rolls, onion bhajis,

raita and mini pizzas. Yum yum.

Jacko was our acting Hash Rev and he recognised that the only sinner was himself for

running into a brick wall but he declined to give a down down to himself. So that just left

the hares to be 'punished' for their superb efforts * 

*IMHO 
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